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Students unite through Club Week
by Bethany Aspey
opinions editor
Club Week, a week dedicated to t he induction
process designed for social clubs, comes to an end
today. Club Week varies within different social clubs,
but all have been constructed to reaffirm Harding's
goals and mission.
This Club Week represents the first Club Week
for C h ad Joice, t he new assistant dean of students.
T uesday n ight's roll-call was conducted by Joice. He
participated in Club Week activities for the first time
as a staff member just the n ight before.
"Monday night was the first time I had been a part
of'All-Club Devotional' and I was really impressed ,"
Joice said. "I loved the devo aspect ofit."
Joice said he thought the amount of interaction and
encouragement during roll-call is an exceptional part
of the gathering.
"I l oved seeing them all come in, cheering and
wearing their club colors, but also supporting everyone
else," Joice said. "I think th at adds to the community
of Harding."
Freshman Neale Zeringue, a new member for men's
club Chi Sigm a Alpha said he is thankful for the week
and what is h as done for all the new m embers.
"Club Week has given m e a new family through the
brotherhood of Chi Sigs," Zeringue said. ''All-Club
Devos have been the best parts of the week becau se
I've been able to see all the club's pride and hype for
the new inductees."
For men's club Gamma Sigma Phi, Wednesd ay
night of Club Week was a different kind of unifying
and bonding experience. While playing flag football
against men's club TNT, n ew member and freshman
J acob McCall dislocated his knee and broke his femur.
N ew and old m embers as well as queens went to the
h ospital with McCall to support him that night. H e
had surgery Thursday.

VIRG INIA "VIVI" VITALONE

"I think his injury has brought the club together and
created a stronger sense of brotherhood between all
the n ew members," senior G amma Sigm a Phi Qyeen
Sarah Bobo said. "It was awesome to see everyone just
want to be there for him."
M ost club induction activities are planned and
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~re than 90 perc;ent of Harding su1de11ts rccei\'e some fonn of financial ;u;sil;tance,
whether that is from federal, state or private sources. According to a recent national
College Board study, 60 percent of students who earned a bachelor's degree in 2012
gI1lduatcd with debL The average debt was $26.500.
fur Harding students looking to recdve some sort of financial aid for the coming spring
semeste'r, now ,JS the time to begin makiJ1g a plan and taking action.
1. Need-based grantsfor sophomore,ju.niors and ..;enio1'S.
.Freshman recipient~ of the Harding Freshman Grant or the Federal Pell Grant who
have a GPA of at least 2.5 are eligible for further grants as sophomore~, juniors and
seniors. T hrough these grants, students can receive up to $917J O in aid.

2. Tuition discounts.
Harding's financial aid website details the following discounts: Christian College
Employee Discount, Christian Ministers Discount, Christian Missionary Discount,
Christian School (K-12) Discount, Orphan Discount and Tuition £,xchange Disr,ounts.

3. Scholarships.
The government's student a1d website suggests searching the U.S. Department of
Labor's free scholar~hip search tool for scholarships that may b e available. Additionally;
professional association~, founda tion s, religious or community organizations, civic

groups and local businesses often give scholarship money to students.

4, Fedeml Grants.
While scholarships are merit-based, grants are need-based, To get a federal grant" it
is essential for students to fill out a FAFSA and, once recieverl, talk ·with a financial aid
advisor at their university about options and details.

5. Federal student loans.
The US. Department of Educatio11 offers both subsidized and unsubsidized lowinterest loans to eligible students. Once again, it is ~sential to fill out a FA.FSA to begin
this process.
For s~dcnts who may not need aid right now but have loans to pay off, Harding's website
o.lfers loan tepayment assistance. Borrowers may have options that can forgive, discharge
or pay for a portion of student Joans. An eBook on the webpage captures more than
60 ways to "get rid of your student loans," including loan consolida6ons. forgiveness
pro~ms and repayment pro~ams.
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I. Submit the r'AFSA. Apply for federal aid b) submitting this online form at www.faf.~.,
gov, Be prepared with parent and student tax return information. :You wilt also need to
go to pin.ed.gov at the end of the process to receive an electronic P1N that will ~crve as an
online signature.
2. Complete requested forms. Some students will be aslred to submit forms to verify their
Fl\FSA information.
3. Accept and review financial aid offers. Go on the financial aid tab on Pipelin<> and
accept your financial aid package
4. Apply fQr student loans. If you wanl to take out student loam, you will need to complete
entrance. coWlseling and mastn pron1iswry note. Go to www.studcntloans.gov.

Graphic by Tyler Carmical
Story by Lyrutsey Ruble Nuclwl.s
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New members of women's clu b Ju Go Ju Caroline Koonce, freshman, and Cami Redding, freshman, goof off during
a shaving cream fight on Monday night with men 's club Pikes. Men's and women's social clubs often participated in
activities together to promote camaraderie between different groups on campus. Club week concludes Friday night.

fofofrom harding.edu./ji.nai.d and studentaid.ed.gm•

executed by th e vice presidents from each social club.
"This week has been so much fun, and I can't wait for
the rest of the week to unfold,"junior Amy Wilson, vice
president of Zeta Pi Zeta, said. "We are really excited
about the new relationships that are being formed and
are excited to continue growing as a club."

New organization focuses

--·on service througli teaching
S.A.L.T.,
a pre-professional
education
club,
.
.
.
reactlvates, starts serving community
by Hazel Halliburton
copy editor
The Harding education department 's
pre-professional organization, S.A.L.T
helped serve the Searcy community this
p ast Thursday as they sp ent their time
reading and h elping m entor children
at Westside Elem en tary School.
S.A.L.T, which stands for sch olars
advancing learning and teach ing, is a
club and organization d esigned for all
students earning their degree in education. A ccording to senior education
major, M ariah Huffm an, who is also
the president of the club, S.A.L.T has
b een inactive for several years.
"I would like to see it becom e a club
that stays on campus," Huffman said.
''I'm graduating in M ay, but I w ould
like to see the club continue. W e really
want it to b e an organization that gets
involved with the community and is
well recognized on campus for service.
. .. The n am e of the club comes from
the bookof M atthewwhere Jesus talks
about being the salt of th e world. W e
want it to be a club wh ose goal is to
serve God through education, service
projects, m entoring oth er ed ucation
students and, overall, imp roving th e
dep artment . "
H uffm an said more than 20 students
are currently involved with t h e club,
but sh e hopes it will cont inue to grow.
"The fact that SA.LT is a student-led
organization is exciting, because we all
get to p lay a part in how we want to

BISON BASKETBALL
M en's and women's basketball
begin practicing and gear up for
their first games of the season.
SPORTS, 28

affect th e community," senior Mariah
Scott said. ''As an education major, I'm
always looking for ways to spend time
working with and serving children and
th eir families."
On Thursday, about 20 members of
S.A.L.T participated in a service project
at Westside Elementary School where
they read children's books, dressed up
as different characters from the stories
and then helped conduct different activities for the children that correlated
with the books.

We want it to be a club
whose goal is to serve
God through education,
service projects,
mentoring other
education students and,
overall, improving the
department.
- Mariah Huffman,
S.A.L.T. president
According to Huffman, this was
th e first service project that the club
participated in this year. She said she
was able to read a book from the "Ellis,
t h e E leph ant" series which tells th e
story of a young elephant discovering
America. Huffman said the project
was a fun way to interact with young
students.
"I thin k all of our service projects
w ill help m e get more acqu ainted
with how commu nities interact with
sch ools," Scott said.

REMEMBERING
JANIE KIRBY

WINTER
FASHION

Alumni honor former
student who was killed
in terrorist attack.

M ake a seamless
wardrobe transition
from fall to winter.
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----------- Health services provides
C

lass registration for spring courses begins on Nov. 4. Pipeline now offers a
new tool called the schedule planner to help students arrange their schedule
and keep track of what classes they need to take. It is not required that students
plan out their schedules in the planner but it can help in some situations. Here
are some basic instructions on how to utilize this:

Under the registration tab on Pipeline, students can access a schedule planner
link. The schedule planner is fairly self explanatory but there are also PDF and
slide show instructions with images to clarify.
The schedUle planner allows students to select certain classes, block out times
in their schedules for meals, sports or other commitments and save multiple
versions of a schedule to decide what works best.
After selecting a final schedule for the next semester, students can print the
last page of registration instructions, which includes the CRN numbers used to
officially register for class.
According to associate registrar Natalie Oliver, this tool is not to replace students' advisers. She said students still need to meet with their advisers and know
what classes they are taking next semester. The goal of the tool is to give students
the opportunity to see their different schedule options considering their break
times, chapel and sport practices.
Students should also remember that using this tool is not the same as actually
registering for classes. After the student chooses his schedule on the schedule
planner tool he or she still must officially register for classes.
The registration date for each student is determined by his or her classification
in school. Only hours completed count toward the total number of hours, not
hours a student is currently enrolled in. Classifications by hours are as follows:

Freshman: 1-26

Sophomore: 27-59

Junior: 60-89

Senior: 90+

Students may begin registering for classes at 12:01 a.m. on the following days:

Nov. 4

Nov. 5

Nov. 6

Nov. 7

Seniors who
All seniors,
All juniors, All sophomores,
completed
juniors who
sophomores
freshmen who
teacher
completed
who completed
completed
evaluations
teacher
teacher
teacher
last semester. evaluations last evaluations last evaluations last
semester.
semester.
semester.

Nov. 8
All
freshmen.

by Henry Gonzalez and Alexis Hosticka

student care, assistance
by Tori Sheets
student writer

With cold and flu season taking its toll
on students, there are services available on
campus to help you get well soon.
As a part of the construction on campus, the Student Health Services building
has relocated to Legacy Park at 605 East
Center near Starbucks.
According to the health services' page
on http://www.harding.edu, the services
provided for students include: symptomatic
treatment for minor illnesses such as colds,
upset stomach, aches and sprains; first
aid for accidental injury; blood pressure
screening; and allergy injections with
physician approval.
According to head nurse Lynn McCarty,
the nurses are also available to change
dressings, treat burns and give doctor
referrals for students. Crutches and other
medical equipment are also available for
check-out. McCarty said that doctors in
Searcy hold openings for Harding students
referred to them by health services.
The move from the old building on
Center Avenue to the new one on Pleasure Avenue has made the building more
accessible to students seeking first-aid
and health advice, according to McCarty.
"Since we moved, I've noticed that more
students than ever have been coming to
see us," McCarty said.
The new building has four consultation
rooms for nurses, a larger waiting room,
more restroom facilities and two beds for

students who need to be treated overnight.
Each registered nurse working for health
services now has his or her own room for
seeing patients.
"I encouraged each nurse to add (his or
her) own personal touch to their room,"
McCarty said. "It makes them feel more
homey and inviting."
According to McCarty, the nurses' goal
is to make each student feel comfortable
and cared for, just as if their own mother
were caring for them. The nurses not only
give students non-prescription medicine
they need to get over sicknesses, they also
teach students how to use the medicines
and how to prevent future illnesses.
McCarty gave some basic tips for staying
healthy while living in close quarters with
other students.
"Practice good cough hygiene,"McCarty
said. "Cover your mouth and wash your
hands often. It is flu season and you don't
want to take any chances. Remember the
golden rule of hygiene; never leave messes
behind that can grow germs and must be
cleaned up, and always be thoughtful of
your roommates when you are sick."
With the approach of flu season, the
building also offers flu shots for $15 on a
first come, first serve basis. It is important
to stay healthy in the upcoming winter
months, and nurse consultations at the
Student Health Services building are
available free for all Harding students.
"If students have any questions about
their health, I encourage them to come
and ask us about it," McCarty said.

NSA causes unease by monitoring phones, social media
by Bradley Cain
beat reporter

On Oct. 23, the White House
reacted to reports of the NSA
monitoring German chancellor
Angela Merkel. They announced
President Barack Obama had
pledged to Merkel that the U.S.
was not examining her communications and would not do so in
the future, according to Politico.
The next day, The Guardian
reported that the NSA monitored
the phone conversations of 35
other world leaders, according
to a classified document provided by whistle-blower E<;lward
Snowden.
Secret documents from the
U.S. intelligence service revealed

that the NSA systematically
monitored and stored a large
share of Germany's telephone
and Internet connection data,
according to Spiegel Online.
The surveillance was mostly
collecting metadata, which is
information generated as you use
technology, including the records
of several billion telephone calls
made in the U.S. each day.
The N SA does listen to the
content of some of those phone
calls. The NSA also monitors
the online presence and phone
calls of foreign citizens, emails,
instant messages and l'.acebook
posts, as well as contact lists and
raw Internet traffic.
Tech companies have denied
giving the agency direct access

to their servers, but the NSA
paid them millions of dollars
to cover the cost of complying
with its requests. The metadata
is stored at the NSA's headquarters in Fort Meade, Md. near
Washington, D .C.
"I think it's wrong that
newsp aper reporters have all
these documents," Gen. Keith
Alexander, director of the NSA,
said in an interview with the
D efense D epartment's ''Armed
With Science"blog. 'W e ought to
come up with a way of stopping
it. I don't know how to do that.
That's more of the courts and
the policymakers but, from my
perspective, it's wrong to allow
this to go on."
The New YorkTunes described

this collection of data as a "new
reality," saying: "The digital
age has merely expanded the
ability of nations to do to one
· another what they have done
for centuries."This philosophy
of national security has enabled
the U.S. to use the "knowledge
is power" mantra as a reason to
collect information produced by
and about its citizens and allies.
According to a CNN article,
the NSA uses social media to
track social connections between
people, including U.S. citizens.
Kalvin Graham, a senior
general studies major, said he
believes that when leaders begin
to distrust one another, other
people soon follow.
"The U.S. cannot afford

to damage this relationship,"
Graham said. "In a time where
much of the world, Europe
especially, sees the U.S. as finally entering adolescence as
a nation, and at a time where
they also see us as the cause of
many of their financial woes,
trust is everything. If we lose
backing from leaders of these
aged countries, America may
find itself steadily slipping from
its position of prominence. The
pro- active child that aided Europe in two world wars needs
to figure out what it wants to
be when it grows up: bankrupt
and friendless, or safe under
the wing of countries that have
been through these problems
for thousands of years."

GEORGIA - Eightyear-old Aolani Dunbar
was bullied so severely on
Tuesday that other students
ripped her scalp and she was
taken to the emergency room.
According to W SB-Tv, the
girl's head was shaved to
prevent infection and she
may need skin grafts. One
bully received in -school
suspension.
U.S. - The U.S. National
Security Agency reportedly
broke into links that connect
Yahoo and Google data
centers around the world.
According to Fox N ews,
citing the documents leaked
by former N SA contractor
Edward Snowden , th e
GRANTSCHOL I THEB~ON
agency was able to collect Senior Pi Thet a P hi social club representative Emily Owens reacts to being crowned Harding's 2013 Homecoming Queen by President Bruce
data from hundreds of McLarty. Owens was escorted by her father on the field during the Homecoming football game on Oct. 26 and then announced as t he Queen,
millions of user accounts. beating out the other two finalists seniors Sarah Bobo and Ashleigh Arthurs .
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At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the
Harding University student body with integri
ty, truth and open ears. However, we believe
that meeting that goal is a two-way street
between our staff and the public it serves.
We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open
to what our community has to say and hope
that, in return, that community will be an
interactive audience, sharing its stories with
us. We also pledge to do the basics: report
accurate and relevant information, check
our facts, and share them in a professional,
timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions,
comments or concerns for the Bison staff,
please e-mail Lyndsey Ruble Nuckols, the
editor-in-chief, at lruble@harding.edu

bethany aspey

Place Value on Self-Reliance

Needless to

the easy way out. My family
say ...
has taught me a lot about
that as well, for which I am
extremely thankful. One of
my hobbies is beekeeping;
therefore, I get to raise bees
and harvest their honey.
This is something that I
have found for myself that
elf-reliance is a term
that is not thrown
I enjoy. My parents have
also found a forte that they
around too often
anymore. It is so easy to
enjoy.Mydadroastshisown
grab dinner at a fast food
coffee, and my mom is very
hile Friday marks the last day
restaurant or to pay a
talented at sewing. They
of the week and therefore typmechanic to change your
have been great examples
ically represents the capstone
oil for you. We say we are
toward my siblings and me, of exhaustion, today stands out as the last
saving time by going the
and have taught us how to
day of Club Week. Whether you've been
fast route, but think about
be self-reliant.
involved in the club process or not, some
I challenge everybody specific precautions should be made known
all the skills we are losing
to use their talents or find
by doing this.
to both you and your surrounding comrades,
something that interests
The other day, I was in my
some of whom you consider more or less
dorm with my roommates
them and create for yourbrethren by the time this is all over.
and we were all making
s elf rather than buying
We're all tired, so these are a few simple
dinner together. I noticed
it somewhere. Let's have
steps to approach someone on the tail-end
that my roommates kept
confidence in our abilities ofwhat has been one of the most exhausting
asking me how to make
and show independence by weeks of their lives, while still remaining
a certain dish because
relying on us for simple intact and in mutual agreement.
they did not know how. I
tasks rather than passing
Let's begin. How to safely approach a
simply told them to read
it on to others.
sleep-deprived person:
the directions on the recipe
1. Don't.
ANSLEY WATSON is a
and follow the steps. It is
2. Seriously, don't.
guest writer for the Bison.
amazing how easy it is to
3. Does the phrase "stand 500 feet back''
She maybe
ask somebody else to do
sound familiar?
contacted at
som~thing for you rather
awatson9@hardlng.
4. If you must, then plan to provide
edu.
than you doing it foryoursel£
compensation (food): Sometimes taking
food can help you, but just to give everyone
a fair warning, during a time as exhausting
Interested in writing an opinion? as Club Week, any guy offering a girl food
Contact the opinions editor at baspey@harding.edu of any kind may in fact be translated as
a marriage proposal. Keep this in mind.
5. Make no sudden movements. This
also goes with avoiding loud noises. If it
isn't in preparation for the All-Club Devo
then use your "inside voice" and again,
proceed with caution.
6. Offer them coffee, but politely.
not any of the glamorous in reality little of their Obviously the best way to execute this
michael birchmore
perks mentioned earlier. time is spent pursuing is to just go ahead and buy said person a
The only reason to go to the virtuous defense of cup of coffee and then back away slowly.
law school really is if you the innocent or helping Otherwise, politely suggest that perhaps
can't see yourself doing mothers gain custody of a cup of coffee might make things a little
anything else. I fear that their children. On the happier for everyone - probably not, but
too many students desire whole, far more of their insist on the coffee anyway.
to attend law school for time is spent helping rich
7. Apologize for bothering them. No
these perks, which are corporations become richer matter what your reason, when someone
he law is a noble merely~ -tempting, by mediating the merging is extremely tired, it is your fault for exprofession. When luxurious conceptions that of companies or advising isting, so you might as well begin making
the law is practiced fade away as you proceed CEOs on how to exploit amends right away.
ethically and with prudence, through law school and loopholes in the tax code
8. Do not, I repeat, do not tell them
lawyers can use their early stages of your career, (not to say capitalism isn't they look tired. This should go without
positions as the glue that with the realization that a virtuous, of course).
saying, but unfortunately it doesn't. This
holds our society together. career in the law may not
Another reason which phrase doesn't belong anywhere, with the
Lawyers can defend be as it seems.
may warrant hesitation exception of in the dictionary under the
before entering law school heading "You are dumb: really dumb."
the innocent, prosecute
To be an effective
the guilty, help business
is some people may find it
9. Avoid terms like "good morning."
lawyer, it takes
owners make the most
difficult
to
spend
their
days
This
almost sounds like a challenge, or at
an unwavering
of their resources, help
and
nights
(yes,
nights)
respect of
the very least a tactless attempt at irony.
children get away from
around other lawyers. In Stick to neutral phrases like, "hello" or "hi
hard logic and
bad home lives and fight
sometimes
all honesty, I have learned there" to ensure optimal safety. There is no
unsympathetic
for civil rights. This may
that it takes a certain kind need for charged language.
rationale.
be an appealing lineup
of personality to work in
10. Consider this as a part two from
of opportunities to many,
the law. Ifyou think about step nine. We throw around the phrase
especially to those who
Sure, lawyers nobly it, there is a reason lawyers "how are you" most days like it's no special
choose to pursue higher defend the innocent. can't see themselves doing occasion, but today is probably not the day
education at an institution But they also defend the anything else. There is a to inquire about an individual's well-being
where Christianity is the guilty and prosecute the reason they are not doctors, unless you're prepared to brace yourself for
norm. On the other hand, innocent. Their loyalty is preachers, teachers or real an honest answer/tears or even somber
some may be persuaded to to the process . Their goal estate agents. To be an grunt or two.
work in law for different is not making sure the effective lawyer, it takes
By now you should be feeling somewhat
reasons, such as money or right person ends up in an unwavering respect of prepared to make it through this last day
social status.
jail, but making sure their hard logic and sometimes of Club Week alive and well.
Unfortunately, there clients' cases are presented unsympathetic rationale.
The following disclaimer was taken
is an untold part of the as well as they can be, no It takes willingness to, on from the National Park Service website
story. I'm not a lawyer. matter who is at fault. occasion, reject the human regarding what to do if you see a bear, but
My father is, though, and They are both pragmatic side of things and appeal I think it is mutually applicable to both of
I have been with him in and idealistic, insisting to complete objection . these situations.
court on many occasions, that the moral thing to do Some people, even those
Note: These regulations and precautions
have attended numerous is insure that the process who possess the traits help decrease the chance of personal injury
lunch meetings with him of a fair trial is preserved themselves, can find this or property damage. However ... damand his colleagues, have and protected, even if hard to be around for long age and confrontations are still possible
worked in his office and they know the guilt lies periods of time.
even when all of the above guidelines are
have done copious amounts with their party. Some
This ispart one efa series. followed. Failure to comply with these
of research on the subject people are OK with this, For more, readfuture issues regulations may result in citation and/or
(as it is my intention to but it can be a real issue ef 1he Bison and visit the (deserved mockery.)
follow in his footsteps.
of conscience to others.
Link.
In my experience, I
This is a realization many MICHAEL BIRCHMORE Is a
have come to believe that young lawyers make, and guest writer for the Bison.
th
·
1
they become discouraged He may be contacted
ere is on Y one reason
at mbirchmo@harding.
BETHANY ASPEY is the opinions editor for
to go into law, and it is when they find out that edu.
.ansley watson

S

After saying all of that,
I would like to point out
the Amish as being an
excellent example of creating and making goods
for themselves, rather than
buying or paying someone
else to do their work. My
family used to live close
to an Amish community
and we would go to their
stores every once in a while
to buy homemade goodies.
We would stack our cart
full of jams, honey, dried
noodles, apple cider and
sometimes, handcrafted
keepsakes.
The Amish are preserving
their traditions and keeping them alive by showing
the younger generation
how to cook, sew, rely on
animals for certain foods
and even make beautifully
hand-crafted furniture. I
am not saying that we all
need to stop using electricity
and ride a horse and buggy
to get from place to place,
but we can definitely learn
from their ~imple lifestyle.
I am personally trying
harder to rely on myself
more rather than taking

Approach
all Exhaustion
with Caution

W

So You Think You Want to
Go to Law School?
guest
writer

T

(USPS 577-660) is published
weekly (except vacations, exams and
summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by
Harding University. Periodicals postage paid 1--------------------------------'."'""'::'-I
at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline
Send address changes to The Bison, Harding
Mguest writers.• Due to this arrangement, staff writers may edit or rewrite a portion of the guest
University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001" writers' stories as they deem necessary, while still identifying the work as the guest writers' own.
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the Bison.
She may be contacted at
baspey@harding.edu.
Twitter: @bethanyaspey
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Avoid Putting
Productivity
on Pause

W

e've been living in a golden
age. The last 250 years have
been rich with advancement, innovation and technology. This
situation may seem normal for all of
us, but some scientists and historians
are starting to get paranoid. We are
due for a slump.
While I don't think our entire world
will fall into a slump at the same time,
creativity and productivity do seem
to ebb and flow with a great deal of
synchrony.
Here at Harding, in a post-Homecoming, (almost) post-Club Week
stupor, we are probably all about due
for a slump too. It will hit hard and
simultaneously for a majority of the
campus.
But don't fret. Slumps are a key
part of the innovative process. The
creative process is unpredictable. One
minute you'll be giddy and full of
strong ideas; the next you'll be ready
to smash your laptop on the cement
and call it quits.
Before you get too discouraged,
try out these tips for getting back on
your feet.
·
Step away. Once you hit a lull, continuing to work begins to be nothing
more than a source of frustration. At
this point, it would be more productive
to stop working for a little while. I
recommend going on a walk. A recent
Fast Company article examined the
daily schedules of several of the world's
most famous innovators. Every schedule included a long, solitary walk as a
time to process ideas and calm down.
Switch environments. Oftentimes,
just being in a new room or office
space is enough of a change to re-invigorate you. If not, try working in a
coffee shop. Ravi Mehta published .
a study in the Journal of Consumer
Research which said moderate noise
helps with creative tasks. The optimal
level of noise is comparable to that of
a coffee shop.
Sleep. A study published in Nature
Neuroscience suggests that your brain
reworks and reconsolidates ideas and
experiences as you sleep. Taking time
to let your brain mull things over subconsciously (and giving your conscious
brain a rest) is often enough to get
ideas clicking again.
Talk it over. Explain your predicament to a friend or mentor. Hearing
everything out loud and being forced
to put things in words often helps
make sense of a tough or confusing
scenario. Additionally, the person you
are talking with may be able to offer
ideas or solutions. If nothing else, you
can rant a little bit and get things off
your chest.
Don't force it. Once you try to get
back into your project, don't restrict
yourself too much. Creative projects
are supposed to be spontaneous and
passionate, not scheduled and methodical. You'll be much calmer and
much more productive if you just let
the project go where it may.
The best piece of advice I can give,
both to creative individuals and to the
creative world as a whole, is to stay
curious. As long as you keep asking '
questions, keep exploring and keep
growing, the slumps will depart just
as quickly as they arrived.
LYNDSEY RUBLE NUCKOLS Is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
lruble@harding.edu.
Twitter: @lyndseyrnuckols

Vine: Capitalizing on Storytelling
henry gonzalez reveals something about our culture.
~~-------=---=----

guest

writer

T

his is a time in which anyone
can become a star in just six
seconds. The successful video
app Vine empowers people to do so.
Six seconds are a curse and a blessing;
every second is vital.
Our generation is known as the
millenials. We are no longer interested
in spending years on creating and producing video content. We love the fact
that we can create viral content on the
go, which is one reason why Vine has
grown quickly in less than two years.
For example, Nash Grier, a 15-year-old
from North Carolina went from being
an unknown high school student to
having more views than Justin Bieber.
He was recently interviewed on Good
Morning America and is everywhere on
Vine. He said he wants to do this kind
of stuff for a living, a career to entertain
people. How awesome is that?
The Vine concept of short GIF loops

We prefer snippets, our culture values
entertainment and we like to be part
of a community. The best part is that
no expertise is required; it is all about
creativity.
Among the advantages, Vine enables
people to be storytellers; it provides a
simple and user friendly platform to
upload and watch videos. Who knows?
Maybe you are a star and all you need
to do is start posting original content.
Ali'it takes is creativity.
"Viral" is also one of those words
that is intrinsically linked to Vine.
Examples such as "Gangnam Style,"
"What Does the Fox Say?" and "Harlem
Shake" illustrate the fact that whatever
may be popular today will probably be
completely forgotten by tomorrow. One
day everyone is talking about something,
and then something else comes to take
its place.
To keep people interested, content
producers need to generate fresh ideas
all the time.Understanding what people
like is probably the most important
ingredient when generating content.
It seems like users find comic content
especially appealing.
On the other hand, Vine makes

LASSI

privacy easily disappear. When people
start generating content, followers can
easily learn about people's lives and
places they visit. Also, remember not
every Vine video is Harding appropriate;
people also use vulgar content to catch
people's attention. Not to mention stereotypes based on sex or race are used
as entertainment.
I very often hear older generations
say that people are losing the ability to
communicate properly, but the reality
is that communication is changing
quickly. Vine is the perfect example
to illustrate how much people love to
share and communicate with others
and how they adapt to new ways to
express and share.
Using technology appropriately will
not make you distant from friends or
relatives; it will actually help you stay
closer to them. They now can watch,
comment, share and like your posts.
You can reach a wider audience almost
instantaneously. Who knows? You may
even become a famous Vine star.
HENRY GONZALEZ is a
photographer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
agonzall@harding.edu.
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Mona Lisa Exposed
michael
claxton

0

ccasionally someone will
ask where I get ideas for my
columns. Well, sometimes
the news just parodies itself. For today's
topic, I had to look no further than a
story in last week's issue of the "Bison."
You may have read about the Parisian
engineer Pascal Cotte, who is using digital
technology to unlock the mysteries of
Leonardo da Vinci's legendary "Mona
Lisa."After scrutinizing the painting for
more than 3,000 hours with state-of-theart, high-resolution imaging capability,
Cotte has announced that, in the 500
years since it was done, the painting's
colors have most certainly faded.
Inspired by this revelation, I went
into my closet and found a shirt that
I bought in 1989. After subjecting the
shirt to 17 hours of infra-red scanning
and heat-sensitive tests, I was shocked
to learn that its colors, too, are not as
bright as they once were. Here I have
been walking around town in this thing,
and no one has said a word about it.
I guess that's an awkward subject to
bring up. Which explains why I never
told my good friend (and Harding
graduate) Richard Anderson that his
Wile E. Coyote T-shirt was looking
, really, really bad after 10 years.
But I digress. This revolutionary ap-

proach is sending shock waves through
the art world. In 2003, engineers at
the Art Institute of Chicago received
a $25 million grant to submit Picasso
paintings to intensive cyber-scrutiny.
After more than four years ofmeticulous
calculations, they determined - much
to the embarrassment of Picasso scholars
everywhere - that the proportions in
his faces are way, way off. According to
a prominent forensic biologist speaking
on terms of anonymity, careful analysis
proves that a person cannot, under any
known principles of anatomy, have eyes
in her cheeks.
And that's just the beginning.
Researchers in Pisa, Italy have been
reexamining the famous tower there,
and digital photographs taken from
space have revealed that the 18th century structure may, in fact, be leaning.
Local residents were stunned. "I had
no idea," said Luigi Giordano, 59. "I've
lived here for 45 years, and whenever I
looked at the tower, I always assumed
there was something wrong with my
contact lenses."
Archaeology has been turned on
its head, too. Shifting from a 20-year
career of excavation and recovery to an
all-digital approach, Dr. Illinois Smith
has begun using sonic wave imaging to
go deeper into the substrata of ancient
ruins than ever before. While the formal announcement of his findings will
not be published for another year, Dr.
Smith sent an email scoop to three select
journalists. And I quote, "We can now
establish with absolute certainty that

Rome was not - I repeat, was not built in one day."
The implications of this new technology reach far beyond the visual
arts. After nearly 35 weeks of tests,
high-frequency resonance imaging has
provyn that Beethoven's "Hymn to Joy"
was originally intended to be played
up tempo. That was news to Dr. Hugo
von Qyietrach, director of the famed
Whispering Willow All-Pianissimo
Orchestra in Berlin. "We may have to
reconsider our approach to that piece,"
he said, softly.
A professor once wrote on one of
my lit papers that I had an "astonishing
grasp of the obvious." At the time I
was disheartened by that critique, but
now I realize that there is a fortune in
grant money to be made for anyone
with the uncanny ability to see what
everyone else can see. If a sociologist
can get millions of dollars in funding
to demonstrate conclusively that men
do not care to stand too close to each
other in public restrooms, surely there
is money out there for me to shake
literary studies to the core with my
theory that Sam-I-Am was - wait
for it - a major underground pusher
of green eggs and ham.
Dr. Claxton is on sabbatical this semester. This column originally appeared
on November 2, 2007.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
mclaxto l@harding.edu.
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Bison sportsmanship shines
Henderson State University player sustains injury against Harding
at Homecoming, players and coaches show respect for Jordan

Ji

Sports
overload
If you follow sports at
all, which, ifyou are reading
this I assume you do, then
you know this week is the
only week where the MLB,
NFL, NBA and NHL are
all in either regular season or
post-season play.1his means
when I tum on ESPN, I am
completely overwhelmed
with the amount and variety
of sports that are taking
over the screen. I am here
to try to help you navigate
• through this hectic week of
sports madness. Here we go.
First, the MLB wrapped
up the 2013 World Series
this week. After a crazy
six game series, the Red
Sox were crowned World
Champions. The Red Sox
beat the Cardinals 6-1 on
Wednesday night in Boston.
NFL teams are heading
into their ninth week of
the regular season. One
undefeated team remains,
the Chiefs. Sadly, there are
two teams who have still
not earned their first W, the
Jaguars and the Buccaneers.
These are professional football players and they cannot
pull it together within the
first nine weeks to at least
get one win. It is pathetic.
I am going to be honest
with you; I do not follow the
NBA as much as I should.
With this season freshly
underway, it is difficult to
predict who will be the
champions this year, but
we can try. The Heat are
again on the list of favorites
to be crowned champs.
Then we have other teams
such as the Pacers, Bulls,
Nets and Knicks who will
all hopefully be giving the
Heat a run for their money.
When it comes to hockey,
I am hooked. It does not
take much for me to get
into a game because of the
fast-paced attack, non-stop
action and fights going on.
The 2013-2014 season has
begun and teams are starting
to make a name for themselves. Sitting at the top of
the standings right now are
the San Jose Sharks. They
have accumulated 21 points
over 10 victories thus far. If
you do not know hockey,
points are what it all comes
down to in the end. It is still
too early in the season to
have a debate on who will
be the next Stanley Cup
Champions, but it is sure
to be one thrilling hockey
season.
Thisweekwas a timewhen
a World Series champion
was crowned, an NFL team
remained unbeaten, the NBA
tipped off and hockey came
back into our lives.

ALEX EZELL is sports
editor for the 2013-

2014 Bison. She may be
contacted at
aezell@harding.edu
Twitter.: @Alexl.Ezell
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Junior wide receiver Donatella Luckett fights off the Henderson State University Reddies defense during Saturday's Homecoming game. The
Bisons fell to the Reddies in a tough 45-30 loss. Harding will take on Southwestern Oklahoma State University tomorrow in Durant, Okla.
Matt Chaffin
asst. sports editor
For most athletes, talking to opposing players is something that
usually begins and ends on the field of play, but after a traumatic injury
last Saturday sent one of Henderson State University's best receivers to
the hospital, a group of Harding football players were the first to bring
encouragement.
With 11 :43 left in the game, Robert Jordan had already caught for 79
yards and two touchdowns against the Harding defense as Henderson
State held a tight 28-24 lead. Moments later, Jordan would reel in his
third touchdown pass of the day, this one from 11 yards out, to break
the game open, giving the Reddies a 35-24 lead. lt was not until the
cheering was over that players from both sides realized Jordan was still
on the ground, then they noticed why he was still down.
While medics attended to Jordan, players and coaches from Harding
and Henderson State walked onto the field together to pray over Jordan.
After making his third touchdown catch of the day, an awkward
landing fractured his tibia and fibula severely enough to need a direct trip
to White County Medical Center. Henderson State would go on to win
the game, but after the game ended, the Reddies ceased to be opponents
and became brothers.
"We knew he was staying at White County, and a friend of ours that

works at the hospital told us he was alone," senior defensive back Philip
Mion said. "We walked in when he was awake and we introduced ourselves and he was cool with us and glad we came."
Alex Finley, a senior wide receiver, was also one of the Bisons that went
to visit Jordan and was there when several Henderson State players came
to see Jordan. He said when they take the differing team jerseys off, they
are all just a bunch ofguys that are passionate about the game offootball.
"We really enjoyed talking with him and some of his teammates,"
Finley said. "They are athletes just like us, so we just sat around for an
hour or so and talked about football with them and prayed for Rob."
The Bison football players were not the only Bisons that came to show
their support to Jordan. A number of Harding students also collaborated
to form a get-well note for Jordan spelling out "Get Well #1" with their
bodies outside Jordan's hospital window.Jordan was wheeled over to the
window by nurses and said to be very appreciative of the encouragement.
Nearly 100 Harding students showed up to spell out their support for
the injured receiver as he was confined to his hospital bed.
Coming into the game last weekend,Jordan was the all-time leading
receiver in Henderson State history and was called "one of the best to
ever wear a Reddie jersey," by his coaches.
While the injury marks the end ofJordan's college career, he has been
scouted by a number of different NFL scouts as he could have a chance
to get back on the field in the future.

Lady Bisons persevere on the
road, continue to win matches
Jesse Hixson
student writer

On Oct. 22, the Lady
Bisons played a Pink Out
match against the University
of Arkansas Monticello at
home. The Lady Bisons
went on to win their next
three away matches against
Southern Nazarene University,
Southwestern Oklahoma
University and Southern
Arkansas University.
During the Pink Out, the
Lady Bisons were able to play
their whole roster in a 3-0
win. Coach Meredith Fear
said it was an especially good
win because ofthe cause they
were playing for, with funds
from the match going to a
freshman volleyball player
at Arkansas Tech who was
diagnosed with cancer in
August. Fear said she was
also pleased with the fact
that everyone on the team
was able to contribute to
the win.
Going into the rest of
the week's matches, the
team knew the Oklahoma
matches would be a challenge,
especially against Southern

Nazarene University. At the
time, both teams were 7-0
in conference play.
"That was the first time
any of the team, including
coaches, had been to their
campus and we had to take
on a really good team," Fear
said.
Despite their uncertainty,
on Oct. 24 the team managed a 15-13 win in the
fifth set against Southern
Nazarene University. Fear
said the girls did not play
their best but the cards were
stacked against them, and
she considers every win on
the road a good win.
The team continued their
winning streak on Saturday
against Southwestern Oklahoma State, getting off to
a slow start but ending the
match strong with a 25-15
win in the fourth set.
According to senior
middle blocker Alyssa
Short, Southern Arkansas
University is always a good
match for the Lady Bisons.
The team took won 3-0
against the Muleriders on
Oct. 29 in Magnolia, Ark

"We played really well
against them," Short said.
"We were able to highlight
our skills and pull out another win."
Fear said most people
look at their record and
assume that they easily beat
their opponents, but that
is not necessarily the case.
The team has put in a lot
of hard work to get to this
point and it has not always
been an easy road.
"We have had to fight
hard for a lot of those wins
and I am very proud that the
team is continually achieving
their goals," Fear said.
Yesterday, the LadyBisons
took on Ouachita Baptist
University in Arkadelphia,
Ark.
"Ouachita is always a
scrappy team that challenges
us and makes for a fun
game," senior libero Lisa
Copeland said.
The team has three conference matches left before
the regular season ends.The
Lady Bisons will take on
Arkansas Tech University
on Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. at home.

GRANT SCHOL I THE BISON
Junior outside hitter Marindia Turner goes in for the
kill against the University ofArkansas at Monticello Boll
Weevils during the Fight for the Cure game on Oct. 22
at the Rhodes Field House.
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Basketball ready for tip off
they grow as people, how they grow as
teammates and how we grow as a team."
According to Morgan, the Bisons
Both the men and women's basketball lost four essential players last year but
teams have started practicing and pre- will have three seniors this year that
are going to put forth a lot of valuable
paring for the upcoming season.
The women had a preseason game on leadership and experience on the court.
Oct. 28 against Arkansas State University Morgan said the Bisons are going into
68-79. According to coach Tim Kirby, this season with the goal of advancing in
women's basketball head coach, having the NCAA tournament. Senior Hayden
a majority of the team return this year is Johnson said this is an important goal
for him as well.
a huge advantage to the team.
"We are looking for a lot of hard work
This year there will be six seniors on
the team. According to Kirby, the return- this year and having guys come in and
ing players show the new players what play their roles and contribute,"Johnson
being on a college basketball team is like. said. "We are deep enough this year to
Senior forward Kristen Celsor said she make a good run and be competitive and
is looking forward to having a team that be the best that we can be."
According to Johnson, the team's success
is very strong in all the positions. Celsor
is based on the team chemistry on and
said she has high hopes for the team.
"We have a lot of strong new girls so off the court and the chemistry between
I am hoping we make it to the NCAA the student body and the team.Johnson
tournament," Celsor said. "We are defi- said a huge reason the team did so well
nitely a big group of sisters. I think this last year was because of the support of
GRANT SCHOL I THE BISON
is going to help us go very far this year." the Rhodes Rowdies.
"It
definitely
makes
a
difference
and
The men's team will tip off this seaFreshman midfielder Anna-Grace Kirkman fights for the ball with a Northwestern
son in a few short weeks at home in the played a huge part in us winning our con- Oklahoma State University player during the Oct. 27 game. The Lady Bisons won 2-1.
ference championship last year,"Johnson
Rhodes Field House.
"I am excited to see this year's team," said. "We hope the students know how
Head Coach JeffMorgan said about the much of part they are in the games."
The first home games will take place
men's basketball team. "Every season is
on
Nov. 14 against Christian Brothers
different so it is exciting for me to see
at practices. Tschiggfrie has not played
Tin Nguyen
how guys grow up in the program, how University.
student writer
since earlier in the season due to knee
injuries. She is one of the five players
The Harding women's soccer team that are out for the season due to injuries.
past few years has been head coach Doc Rivers go,
started their 2013 season, losing their Though these players do not play in the
one of the thinnest and leaving him free to pursue
first four games and struggling in the games, they still attend every game and
weakest
for them. a coaching job out on the
guest The loss areas
mid-season for wins. The team pulled practice.
of Mike Miller west coast with the Los
"In the last two games especially, all
space does hurt Miami's outside Angeles Clippers.This move out three back-to-back wins against
Ouachita Baptist University 1-0, South- the extra hard work the team is putting
shooting, but if Oden can instantly made the Clippers
western Oklahoma University 1-0 and out at the practices and the scrimmages
stay healthy and Beasley legitimate contenders for
Northwestern Oklahoma University h as just really shown and everything
can return to the player the conference title. And,
2-1.
The late season wins boosted their h as just really clicked into place for
With the basketball he was when he was first in a hugely surprising act,
overall
record to 5-8-1 and conference us," Tschiggfrie said. "Coming off of
season quickly approach- with the H eat, then there the Celtics hired former
ing and the NBA season is a real chance that the Butler coach, Brad Stevens, record to 4-4-0. According to head coach the three big conference wins we now
realized that this is possible. There is a
already underway, I thought championship will once to man the ship in Boston. Greg Harris, the winning streak gave the
real chance for us to win the conference,
team
a
major
confidence
boost
heading
With so much going on,
it might be helpful to give again be in South Beach.
so everyone has a 'we want this' kind of
this
season proves to be one into the last two games of the season
The
summer
offseason
a quick run down of some
mindset."
the
Great
American
Conference
and
interesting story lines presented us with another of the most interesting in
The team has yet to bring home the
Tournament.
throughout the NBA this interesting story line that recent years. The Heat are
GAC champion title, but according to
They have grown as players
year. Let's start with an has many threads. Players looking to repeat as chamHarris,
the current team has the talent
were traded or released by pions while the Celtics are
and I feel like we have grown
obvious one:
and the drive to win.
as a team.
The Miami Heat are the teams, coaches were fired looking to make it through
"I can look across the board and hon-Greg Harris,
two time, reigning NBA and hired within a matter the season without any
estly
say I can see improvement in each
women's soccer coach
champions and favorites of days, but perhaps the further setbacks. We can
on e of those girls in some way," Harris
to repeat as champions most intriguing example only hope that the rest of
"They have grown as players and I
said.
"We
are
season
weary,
but
we
are
this year. With additions of both of these cases came the league follows suit and
feel
like
we h ave grown as a team. We're
a
ted
thanks
to
those
wins,''
reinvigor_
to their roster that include when the Boston Celtics provides us, the fans, with
excited
and are ready to play again."
really
Harris
said.
"During
this
time
of
the
two former lottery picks, decided to trade veteran big the level ofcompetition that
The
women's
soccer team is sch eduled
Greg Oden and Michael man Kevin Garnett, long is worthy of our attention. year, whether we are winning or losing,
to
play
today
at
7 p.m. against East
the team is normally very tired. This
Beasley, as well as the time Celtic Paul Pierce and
resigning of Chris "The former sixth man ofthe year NATE RAMIREZ is a guest year, though, we are still excited to play." Central University on Stevens Field. The
writer for the 2013Junior midfielder Katelyn Tschiggfrie two teams met earlier in the season with
Birdman" Andersen, the winner Jason Terry. The 2014 Bison. He may be
attributes the higher level of play to the ECU tigers pulling out the win over
Heat have bolstered their Celtics did not stop there; contacted at
the team's h ard work and dedication the Bisons with a score of 3-2.
front court, which in the they then proceeded to let nramirez@harding.edu
Megan Smith

student writer

Lady Bisons approach end of
regular season, post-season next

Heat favored to win triple-crown

Nathan Kannenberg

Kaitlyn Miller

Bailey Clements

Philip Mion

Adam Borsheim

(Golf)

(Soccer)

(Cheerleading)

(Football)

(Soccer)

Our Athletes' Views
on Pop Culture

uestions
Do you have any traditions
before a sporting event?

Who would you trade
places with for a day
and why?
Favo(ite movie quote?

What Is your biggest
pet peeve?,
Favorite Harding
memory? .

I don't have any.

I always put my
Before every game I
Winking at all the
clothes on the exact football players before call my dad. He prays for
they step onto the field. me and my teammates.
same way.

Kate Middleton.
Todd Williams because
What girl wouldn't
he is a business
major and sleeps all day. want to be a princess?!

"You can't
handle the truth."
-"A Few Good Men"

"Let's go out there
and play futbol like
a bunch of girls!"
-"She's the Man"

Shane Schock,
Johnny Depp, just so I
because he has the could have a day out on
best job in the world. the ocean in his yacht.

Miley Cyrus.
She is fun.
"Woah, big gulps, huh?
Welp see ya later."
-"Dumb and Dumber"

When people
Business majors
interrupt
someone
complaining about
who is talking.
homework.

People making
fun of my accent.

Beating SWOSU
1-0 last Friday.

The day I met
Kyle Evans and
Keenan Kellett.

Making the
golf team.

I listen to
Blink-182.

•

"Pain heals, chicks

dig scars, glory
lasts forever."

-"The Replacements"
People wearing
Chacos in
cold weather.

uMama always said life
is like a box of
chocolates. You never
know what you 're gonna
get." -Forrest Gump

When people
leave trash in my car.

Beating OBU this
Scoring a hat-trick
season & seeing the
against Central
student body encourage
Henderson State receiver
Baptist College.
Roberl Jordan.

•
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Social work class raises awareness about foster parenting
by Jared Dryden
asst. copy editor

Searcy Children's Homes is a faithbased agency affiliated with the Churches
of Christ. They have provided care to
more than 1,000 children since the
agency began in 1974, and they care
for approximately 40 children a year,
according to their website.
The agency provides management
of foster care, adoption services and
maternity services. While the agency
provides these services to the public,
there is still a great need for volunteers
and specifically, families willing to foster
children.
A group of students in the social work
community practice class are working
with the Searcy Children's Homes to raise
awareness and combat misconceptions
about foster care.

"We're working on a foster parent
recruitment strategy with (Searcy
Children's Homes)," said senior group
member Kayla Sheehan. "We want to
raise awareness and we want people to
realize how great foster care is. It's really
accessible and not hard to get involved in."
The group is attempting to challenge
misconceptions people may have about
foster care. They have met with local .
foster families through Searcy Children's
Homes in order to better understand
foster care and all that it entails.
Angela and Keith English have been
fostering children since 2010. Since then,
they have provided care for 22 children,
according to Angela English.They adopted
their 3-year-old daughter after she came
to live with them as a foster child when
she was nine months old. To become a
foster parent, a background check and
training is required. Providing foster

care does require some changes to daily
life, but you are able to treat and care for
the children as if they were your own,
according to Keith English.
"The children have never been a problem," Angela English said. "Sometimes
the system is challenging. We have not
ever had a child in our home that we've
said 'Thank you, it's time for them to
go, that was so hard.' And we've had an
array of kids with different personalities
and different backgrounds and different
situations."
Foster care has not only provided an
opportunity to make an impact on the
lives of children, but also has shown
changes in the children's original families,
according to Keith English.
"You see some lives that truly get turned
around because a kid gets removed from
a home," Keith English said. "You see
people understand they need to make

changes in their life or their child can't
come back with them."
Despite his original inhibitions toward
it, Keith English said he decided to get
involved with foster care because he felt
that if he, and other Christians, speak
out as being pro-life, they are obligated
to provide care for children in need.
"If you are going to do this, and do
it well, you love them like you love your
own," Angela English said. "It's always
hard to see them go, but that means
you're doing your job."
Students are encouraged to help
raise awareness and volunteer. Searcy
Children's Homes has a thrift store, The
Sharing Shoppe at 110 N. Spring St.
where students can volunteer, donate or
shop. Their offices are located at 208 E.
Moore Ave. in Searcy. You can find more
information at searcychildrenshomes.org
or by calling (501)-268-3243.
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A talk with Captain Donald Garringer of the Searcy Fire Department. · Lt Mark Dennison, firefighters John Falwell, Caleb Keese, Randy Salvo, Ross Cothren,
Cpt. Donald Garringer, firefighter Garren Batts and Lt. Kevin Smith are among the
servicemen who work to protect students and citizens who live in the Searcy area.
For at least four years, Harding students become residents of Searcy. This involves benefiting from services from local gyms, hospitals, fire stations
and police stations. The personnel of the Searcy Fire Department are on duty 24/7 and serve more than 22,000 people in the area of Searcy. Most
of the time, the firefighters come to our campus for simple fire alarms caused by students who are cooking in the dorms. But the Fire Department
personnel also respond to calls involving vehicle accidents and leaking of hazardous materials. They also hold fire prevention days at the elementary
schools in town. With a starting group of 20 firefighters in 1926, the Fire Department has grown to three stations and in 2009 has added 16 new
positions for a total of 52 firefighters and two volunteers. Central Station or Engine 1 is located at 501 W. Beebe-Capps Expressway, Station 2 is on 1901
E. Market Ave., and Station 3 is at 2612 W. Beebe-Capps.
Captain Donald Garringer, from Lonoke, Ark., is the Fire Captain of Engine 1. In January he will mark his 15th year working for the Searcy Fire Dept.

0: What is the captain's role in the department?
A: The captain stands between the chief, the
battalion chief and the lieutenants and the
firefighters . The lieutenants are the drivers
and are in charge of the truck and make
sure everything is ready to go. I oversee the
procedure. I am the guy in the middle, because
I have two officers above me and two below
me. The captain has to think in two different
elements. He has to see what's good for the
department, so for the ones I am in charge
of, and then what's good for the citizens. I
make sure the personnel are ready to perform
the task, because these people are the ones
that make up the department. When Searcy
residents call for an emergency, they call the
department. The firefighters are extremely
important and dictate the type of services that
the department can offer. If the firefighters are
caring and compassionate, that will refl ect on
the department, and the same if they don't care

or are callous. I have to make sure the way
the personnel acts is the direct reflection of the
department.
0: What is the relationship with the other
firefighters?
A: As firefighters, we are on duty 24 hours a day.
We learn about each other and get to know
everyone's family. We care. about each other and
w e grieve and celebrate together. Just like the
guys I work with become my brothers, w e all
become part of an extended family. We share a
full range of emotions. We wo rk for 28 years and
then retire so we'll spend one third of our life
with the same people and will get the chance
to see some of the other firefighters kids go from
kindergarten to college and be there for all that
time because of the amount of type w e spend
together.
0 : What's next for the Searcy Fire Department'?
A: On Nov. 2 and 3 the department will host
the "Change your Clock, Change your Battery"

program at Ace Hardware. The reminder is that
when you change your clock back to Daylight
Saving time, you can bring us your smoke
detector so we can check it. If needed, w e
will change your batteries, free of charge. It
is always better to check the smoke detectors
when you don't need them. Operative smoke
detectors are important and are the first way you
can prevent a dangerous situation.
Anyway, w e are always there for the citizens.
If you need anything or if people have any
questions and need advice concerning smoke
detectors, they can call the Central Station at
(501)-279-1066. Because most of the people
don't need us, they don't know we are here.
But ultimately w e are here for everybody. If
it's Harding students for four years or Searcy
citizens for many years, we are always here for
the community.
Graphic by Tyler Carmical
Story by Virginia "Vivi" Vitalone

Memorial service held for former student killed in terrorist attack
by Julie Anne White
editorial assistant

organizing the ceremony, and President Bruce M cLarty
attended and paid his respects as well.
Janie Kirby was a sophomore majoring in elementary
Friends and family of former Harding student Janie education when she was killed in a terrorist attack on a
Kirby held a memorial service in her honor in the Sears plane headed for Saudi Arabia on D ec. 17, 1973.Janie
lobby on Saturday, O ct. 26. Kirby was killed in a terrorist Kirby and her brother Randy Kirby, who was a senior
attack during Christmas Break 40 years ago. Kirby was at Harding, were on their way to visit their parents for
a member of GATA social club, served as a counselor at Christmas break when armed terrorists boarded the plane
Camp Wyldewood and majored in elementary education. and shot at the passengers. Thirty people were killed in
Many who knew Kirby had the opportunity to tell the attack, including Janie Kirby.
stories and share memories about her life and legacy.
Randy Kirby graduated from Harding, married and
Alumni Relations Director Liz Howell was responsible for has three children. A portrait of Janie Kirby hangs in
Sears lobby. At the ceremony, he was presented with a
newly framed copy.
Randy Kirby said he was unprepared for such a special
weekend.
"So many people showed up, I wasn't expecting that,"
Randy Kirby said. "Life has taken all of us different
directions, but we are united though C hrist and also
through our relationship with Janie. I don't think I can
ever adequately describe how much it was appreciated,
especially by my mom."
800 E. BEEBE CAPPS EXPY.
Howell said several ofJanie's friends compiled a scrap-

book of memories for her mother.
"W e want her to know thatJanie is still remembered,"
Howell said.
Several GATA representatives attended the memorial
and GATA Homecoming and Sunshine representative
Holly Jones also spoke at the service.
"Janie Kirby's memorial service was a blessing,"
GATA vice president junior Taylor Randall said. "It was
so wonderful to hear all of the stories from her Harding
friends and family."
Randall said Janie Kirby was a person who lived up to
GATA's club motto, "Live pure, speak truth, right wrong."
GATA chooses to honorJanie Kirby's memory as they
induct new members into the club each year.
''At the end ofevery club week, we take our new members
on a history walk around campus, and we always make
sure to stop at Sears lobby to honor Janie," Randall said.
'1n the past, we would have read the plaque and taken a
photo of all of our members next to her picture, but now
we will be able to share a little about her life from the
stories that we heard at her memorial. I pray that GATA
will be able to pass down these stories year after year so
that Janie's life will continue to be a testimony to God."
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Four West's
first albuin
•
impresses
by Hannah Robison
PR and marketing director
Few students at Harding
devote their time and talents to
creating original music albums,
but the up and coming group
Four West has released its own
CD, full of personally written
lyrics and music. With nine
tracks, the album has a Nickel
Creek feel full of southern
comfort and lyrics that speak
of life and love.
Listening to each

song takes me back to
a time or place in my
memory that I could
relate to and attribute
to my southern roots.

Transition from fall with winter wardrobe tips
by Jess Boyd & Kristi Soto
web editor & asst. web editor

The one item that should be in every
closet is a structured wool coat. First impressions are important, and in the winter,
Looking to diversify your winter ward- your coat is the first thing everyone sees. If
robe? Tired ofwearing long sleeved function your style is classic and timeless, look for
T-shirts and jeans every day? Investing in a traditional pea coat in navy or charcoal.
a few key items will carry your wardrobe However, if you want to make a statement,
through the first thaw. The overarching trend go for winter white, powder blue or orange
for both him and her is layers, layers, layers. with faux fur trim. Mid-length coats pair
For her, think ankle boots, structured perfectly with both pants and dresses and
coats, stripes, utility jackets and leather are the most versatile.
The striped sweaters and long-sleeved
skinny pants.
Riding boots may not put anyone on the T-shirts can be spared the trip to Goodwill
worst-dressed list, but 2014 will be year of another season. Pair them with an olive
the ankle boot. Worn with a dress and tights green utility jacket and dark skinny jeans or
or skinny jeans and an oversized sweater, dress them up with a tulle ballerina-style
ankle boots can be dressed up or dressed skirt for a night out.
Don't be afraid of monochromatic
down and transition seamlessly from day
to night. Do heels intimidate you? Don't black ensembles. They are no longer
worry, this trend also comes in flat and reserved for angsty teenagers looking to
rebel against their parents. Make sure to
wedge options.

vary the textures; dress up black leather
leggings with a silk black top and fitted
black blazer.
When in doubt, layer up. Sweaters look
great over plaid button downs paired with
this summer's maxi skirt. And for those
unseasonably warm days, opt for a quilted
puffy vest over a thermal shirt.
The only must-follow rule is to purge
all of the chevron print from your closet.
That trend has sailed and won't make an
appearance until the next fashion cycle
in 15-20 years.
Some of the same winter trends also
apply to men's fashion. Structured pea
coats and crew neck sweaters worn over
button downs are classic and a step up
from jeans and T-shirts. Also, do not be
afraid to embrace scarves on the coldest
days and invest in quality socks. Whatever
you do, do not wear socks with Chacos.

Finding meaning behind common dreams
by Rachel Weiss
student writer

Stress can do crazy things to your brain.
You may realize the effects of stress in
your day-to-day life, but did you know
stress also manifests itself in your dreams?
According to the World Bank, the
average American lives to be about 79
years old. This means that a person getting
around the normal eight hours of sleep
every night will have slept for almost 26
years of their life. Crazy, right? But get
this; Out of 26 years spent sleeping, six

flYI f,
You are feeling happy and confident in
your waking life. You have released yourself from situations in life that have been
weighing you down or you have risen
above the limitations of a heavy responsibility or perhaps you aced that really
hard test this week.

This is typically not a good sign unless
you have a parachute. It may mean that
you have lost control and are feeling
overwhelmed with a situation in your
personal or professional life. It may also
be that you are hanging on too tightly to
an incident that occurred in your waking
life and need to let go of it, or maybe
you have just jumped off the cliffs at Heber one too many times or recently saw
the movie "Gravity. "

years of those are spent dreaming.
While we may know what a dream
is - any images, thoughts and emotions
experienced during sleep - we still are
not completely sure why we dream and
what purpose dreams serve. While some
researchers think dreams serve no real
purpose, others believe dreaming is essential to mental, emotional and physical
well-being.
Some dreams are complex, abnormal
and altogether too bizarre to describe
once we are awake. But there are many
common dreams that a great deal of pea-
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You are feeling confused or insecure.
Depending on what is happening in your
life, there may be a conflict going on and
you are indecisive about how to handle
it. This dream is also played out in other
forms, such as feeling trapped, buried
alive or caught in a web. (Or perhaps you
stumbled into the Ezell building late at
night and could not find your way out).

'

It is possible that you feel like you are
losing an opportunity to experience
some kind of fulfillment in life. This may
be because you have been really busy or
have lost time to a meaningless activity,
rather than finding something more significant to do, or maybe you pledged this
week and were worried about showing
up late.

ple experience, such as dreams of flying,
falling, being chased or being nude in
public. What do these familiar, shared
and sometimes embarrassing dreams
mean? Here are six common dreams with
interpretations from dream analysts and
psychologists who have researched them.
According to dream researcher J. Allan
Hobson, as much as 95 percent of all
dreams are quickly forgotten shortly after
waking. If you want to remember more
of your dreams, keep a journal and pen
by your bed and spend some moments
remembering and recording your dream.

F
Depending on who is chasing you, this
dream can be absolutely terrifying or
exhilarating. Sometimes we have no
idea who it is, but we just know we
need to run away. This symbolizes that
you are avoiding something you need
to confront or you are afraid of something in your past catching up with you.

As laughable as it sounds, many people
have dreams that involve them going
to school, work or a formal event only
to realize once they get there that they
are not appropriately dressed for the
occasion or are completely nude. This
can be interpreted as feeling inadequate and unprepared for an upcoming
event, or feeling particularly vulnerable
or awkward about a certain situation.

Juniors Austin Lowery,
Adam Dell, Mariah Swisher
and senior Sam Morris worked
to create their first album full
of their originally written lyrics
and music compositions. The
songs reveal stories of home in
the heartland of the South and
being in and out oflove. Each is
accompanied with pure vocals
and instruments that tell stories
through incredible harmony and
dynamics.
Instruments that accompany
the vocals include harmonica,
fiddle, bass, banjo, mandolin,
acoustic guitar, electric guitar,
shaker, tambourine and piano.
The musical combination of
each of these helps to produce
a unique and gorgeous sound
that has elements of southern
rock, country and bluegrass.
Listening to each song takes
me back to a time or place in my
memory that I could relate to and
attribute to my southern roots.
"Strawberry River" is the first
track and my personal favorite
on the CD, with harmonies
that are easy to listen to and
learn every note. "Roam" is an
especially touching composition
at this time in life, where the
road that we may be traveling
is uncertain, but wherever we
end up, we always know that in
our family, friends and homes is
where are loyalty lies. Whether
it's a broken heart or a deep
connection to community, Four
West evokes emotion and passion
through each individual piece.
Each member of the group
contributed their own written
songs which reflects the talents
and character of the individuals
within the band. The voice of
each band member is beautiful
and distinct and the blending of
the four creates gorgeous harmony. The solo songs are strong,
sentimental and expressive of
the experiences that listeners
have also had firsthand.
I love this album, and I greatly
support the group itself. The
members are beyond talented,
dedicated and creative. Their
album is a true reflection of
hard work and musical magic
as well as sweet southern simplicity. The Four West CD is
constantly in my car and the
songs replay in my head. Each
track is recognizable, enjoyable
and memorable. I appreciate
these talented musicians and
their impressive accomplishment
of an excellent first album, and
I am hopeful for more to come.
If you want to buy a copy of
the CD, contact the band on
their Facebook page. A dollar
of the proceeds go to KIBO.

